
Data security declaration: 
 
Heun GmbH is pleased about your visit on our homepage, as well as your interest in our 
company and our products. We take the protection of your personal data seriously and keep 
strictly with the rules of the Data Protection Act. Personal data are only collected on this web 
page in a technically necessary extent. In no case and for no reason, collected data are sold 
or passed on to any third party. 
 
The following explanation gives you an overview, how we ensure this protection and which 
kind of data is collected for what reason. 
 
Collection and handling of your personal data 
The protection of your privacy during handling of your personal data as well as safety of all 
business data is an important matter for us. We confidentially handle personal data, collected 
during your visit on our web pages and act only according to legal regulations. 
Heun web pages might include links to web pages of other companies, however, this data 
security declaration does not reference to such other web pages. 
 
Personal data 
On our web pages no personal data (as for example address, phone number or e-mail 
address) is collected, besides that you make such data available for us voluntarily (for 
example by registration or survey). Or as the case may be, that you agreed to give us your 
personal data, or the appropriate legal provisions about protection of your data allow doing so.  
 
Data handling on this web page  
Heun GmbH automatically collects and stores such information within your server log files, 
which your browser transfers to us. Such data are: 

• Browser type and version 

• Used system Software 

• Referrer URL (page visited before) 

• Hostname of accessing computer (IP address) 

• Time of server request 
These data cannot be attributed by Heun GmbH to any definite person. A combination of 
these data with other data origin is not carried out. Furthermore, the data are deleted after a 
statistical analysis has been made. 
 
Purpose 
Personal data which you made available for us, are generally used to answer your request, 
execute your order or provide access to specific information or offers to you. To maintain good 
customer relation, it might be necessary to store and handle your personal data, to be able to 
go into details regarding your requirements and to improve our products and performance.  
 
It is a matter of course for us to also respect if you are not willing to give us your personal 
data, especially for support of customer relation, direct marketing or the purpose of market 
research. We do not sell or otherwise market your personal data to any third party.  
 
Information, modification and deletion of your data  
In accordance with applicable law, you can always ask us in writing whether and which 
personal data we have stored about you. A corresponding message will be sent to you 
immediately. 
Option 
We would also like to use your data to inform you about our products and service and also 
survey you about it, if necessary. Naturally participation on such campaigns is optional. In 
case you do not agree, you can inform us about it, in order that we can block the respective 
data. 
 
Safety 
Heun GmbH implements safety arrangements to protect your personal data against 
manipulation, loss, destruction, or against access of unauthorized persons or unauthorized 
publication. 
 
Note about Google Analytics 
This website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google Inc. 
(„Google“). Google Analytics uses so-called „cookies“, which means text files that are stored 
on your computer and that allow an analysis of the use of the website by you. The information 
generated by the cookie about your use of this website (including you IP address) is 
transmitted to and stored by Google on servers in the United States. Google will use this 
information to evaluate your use of the website, to compile reports on website activity for 



website operators and to provide other services related to website activity and internet. 
Google will also transfer this information to third parties if required by law or if third parties 
process this data on behalf of Google. Google will never link your IP address with other 
Google data. You can prevent the installation of cookies by a respective setting of your 
browser software; However, we would like to point out that in this case you may not be able to 
use all functions of this website to is full extent. By using this website, you agree to the 
processing of the data collected about you by Google in the manner described above and for 
the purpose. 
 
Cookies 
On some of our pages we use so-called „session cookies“ to make it easier for you to use our 
web pages. These are small text files which are stored on your hard disk only for the duration 
of your visit to our website and are deleted again depending on the setting of your browser 
program when you exit the browser. These cookies do not retrieve information stored on your 
hard disk and do not affect your PC or your files. Most browsers are set to accept cookies 
automatically. However, you can disable the saving of cookies or set your browser to alert you 
to the sending of cookies. 
 
Objection of advertising mails 
The use of contact data published within the framework of the imprint obligation for the 
transmission of advertising and information materials, not expressly requested, is hereby 
rejected. The operators of the sites expressly reserve the right to take legal action in the event 
of unsolicited sending of advertising information, such as spam e-mails. 
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